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Psychology gains married professors
A COLLEGE LOVE
STORY
GRACE REGINALD
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Finding your future spouse in
college is a dream come true for
many. Imagine not only finding
your spouse, but also working
together at the same workplace in
the same department.
Dr. Reed and Dr. Erin Mueller
are new professors working in the
psychology department. They both
have their doctorates in clinical
psychology.
Erin grew up in Eastern Iowa.
For her undergraduate degree, she
attended the University of Iowa for
psychology.
“My first college roommate was
a psychology major, and I thought
she was crazy,” Erin said. “My high
school psychology class wasn’t that
great. But after taking a general
psychology class at college, I was
instantly hooked”.
She knew she wanted to pursue
psychology, but she didn’t know
what direction to go until she took
a clinical psychology class. Erin
went to graduate school in Utah at
Brigham Young University to earn
her doctorate of clinical psychology.
Reed Mueller grew up in the
Pacific Northwest and proclaims
that he lived most of his life in the
woods somewhere. Growing up, he
witnessed struggles in his own life

and in others’ lives. In the process
of trying to understand where
struggles come from and how It
could get resolved, he wondered
how to pursue the answer to life’s
struggle – human suffering. Reed
was stuck on three possible pursuits
when going for his undergraduate
degree: theology, philosophy, or
psychology. Ultimately, he chose
to go for psychology and minor
in biblical studies. Reed decided
to achieve a higher education in
psychology because he felt that
psychology pursued truth through
the empirical method, which
is something he highly values.
Walking alongside Reed was an
admired professor who also had an
interest in clinical psychology and
theology, and Reed followed his
professor’s footsteps and attended
graduate school in Utah at Brigham
Young University.
Outside of being a professor, he
enjoys spending time outdoors.
One of his favorite things to do is to
kayak and fish in a quiet lake which
he could do this for hours and days
on end. Erin interjected and said
“it sounds like it’s a kayak for one.”
Overall, Reed says that he is the man
that he is today because of the care
and intentionality that others have
put in his life, and that he didn’t get
here on his own.
Erin and Reed met each other at
Brigham Young University. BYU is
affiliated with The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. That

PHOTO BY AMELIA HOLT
Dr. Reed and Dr. Erin Mueller began teaching at NW this fall.

being said, many of their colleagues
were already married and had
children. Within the college, there
was a group of mostly singles, which
they were a part of. They hung out
together often as friends, but their
relationship slowly blossomed from
there.
“I’m just glad there wasn’t big
competition” Reed joked.
They dated for roughly three
years, were engaged for four
months, and got married in 1997.

PHOTO BY AMELIA HOLT
Dr. Erin Mueller poses for a photo in her office.
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After getting married, Erin
practiced for ten years in a variety
of settings as a clinical psychologist,
but she focused most of her work
with children and families dealing
with various behavioral, emotional
and
developmental
issues.
Erin
conducted
psychological
assessments and did psychotherapy
to help address and overcome these
challenges. She also worked in a
children’s hospital, community
mental health center and schools.
If that wasn’t enough, she also did
applied research for grant-funded
programs that served children and
families. After a while, she decided
to go into teaching in 2007.
“It was fun to apply what I did in
training and practicing and bring it
to the college classroom.” Erin said.
“I can use them as examples and
help students apply psychological
theories and principles to whatever
career path they’re on.”
When she feels like she needs to
rejuvenate the content, she thinks
back to her professor that inspired
her to pursue psychology because it
could set the career trajectory of any
student. She taught at Concordia
University-Portland for 14 years,
teaching a variety of courses in the
psychology department and advised
numerous student theses.
Before Reed went into teaching,
he was a founding partner in
a consulting firm which helps
programs better meet the needs of

individuals and communities. He
found the work he did to be very
rewarding because he was able
to help programs evaluate their
outcomes and make improvements
to those they served; students, atrisk youth and parents in search
of guidance and support. From his
experience in clinical psychology,
he was able to serve others easily.
It was focused more as a prevention
rather than therapy and served
at a community or group level
compared to an individual level.
Reed eventually served as professor
and chair of social and behavioral
sciences at Concordia UniversityPortland before the college closed
in 2020 after the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod withdrew its
funding.
Dr. Erin And Dr. Reed Mueller
never imagined that there would be
two positions open in the psychology
department, let alone in Erin’s home
state. When the Concordia campus
closed, Dr. Feenstra, psychology
professor at NW, reached out and
contacted the department chair of
Concordia, Reed, about a position
that was open at NW.
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Imagine Dragons without an identity
MUSIC REVIEW

RADIO-FRIENDLY
FLOPS
MISAEL BRUZZONE
ECONOMICS

Imagine Dragon’s fifth
studio effort is as mixed
as their past four records.
The record is composed
of both intended stadiumrock anthems and more
personal tracks that seem
to get at the heart of the
original vision for the
record. Mercury Act 1 is a
more personal take from
the quartet, however not
far enough removed from
their past works to be
significant.
Instrumentally, Mercury
Act 1 is not far from their
established sound. The
mixed
instrumentals,
ranging
from
string
sections
to
electric
guitars, are immediately
identifiable as Imagine
Dragon’s staple sound. At
times, instruments are
set aside for computer
generated
beats
and
instrumentals that often
seem generic and bland.
At its worst the record
seems impersonal and
unpleasant. At best, the
record channels elements
from R&B in songs like
“#1” and combines them
with the Dragon’s own
sound, for better or worse.

The songs on the
record all sound carefully
produced, sometimes to a
fault. More often than not,
tracks on the record sound
like an assault of voice tracks
combined with thundering
drum machines that fail to
convey the energy behind
Dan Reynolds’ now iconic
yelling. This is evident in
songs like “Giants”, a low
point in the album.
Mercury falls into the
trap of sounding like a
collection of radio-bait
songs that come across
as uninspired and empty.
This is not to say that
some songs are not catchy
and pleasant. Like their
past efforts, Reynolds
and company succeed in
crafting a not-too-deep
fist-pumping catalogue of
high energy songs that will
undoubtedly make it into
the mainstream.
Thematically, the record
deals with very serious
topics like death, mental
health and inner struggles.
This is perhaps the record
at its best. The lyrics in
the Mercury reflect a more
mature approach to writing.
Although they retain the
in-your-face sound that has
defined them, lyrically they
seemed to have taken a step
forward when compared to
what they have done in the
past.
Mercury is far from
perfect.
There
is
a

discernible duality in the
album between the new
directions the band wanted
to go in and the sound
that has defined them.
Often compared to bands
like Nickelback, Imagine
Dragons
unfortunately
falls in the category of
generic and cookie-cutterlike song structures and
sound. Mercury displays
this problematic pattern
of songs that sound all too
similar to each other.
Aside from the more
evident
issues
with
Mercury Act 1 and Imagine
Dragons, the record is also
diminished by another
underlying factor: a lack
of identity. Front man
Reynolds and the rest of
the band have struggled to
describe the type of music
they play. Both fans and
band members agree that
their sound is not entirely
Rock or Pop, or any other
genre for that matter. This
is not necessarily a bad
thing, but it is in this case.
Their failure to define their
sound within concrete
parameters comes across
in the record in the form
of disjointed and shapeless
sound and feel.
Just like their past
records, Mercury suffers
from the same issues. The
record fails to become
anything more than overproduced
radio-friendly
songs meant for car

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMAGINEDRAGONSMUSIC.COM

commercials on TV despite
some welcome attempts
at more personal songs.
The record is not sure
what it wants to be and
unfortunately fails at most
things it attempts. There are

some saving graces in the
form of songs like “#1” and
“No Time for Toxic People.”
Nonetheless, said songs are
nothing more than their
past hits repackaged and
rehashed, fresh from the

musical assembly line.
Mercury is another studio
effort that falls flat but will
undeniably receive air time
and attention by casual
fans.

The coveter of spots has been redressed
MOVIE REVIEW

FAMILY AND A
NEW MOTIVATION
ANGELA WINTERING
THEATRE
The storytelling community
has turned its page into revisionist
history more than ever before.
Directors and screenwriters
have made it their mission to
take popular stories and give
them a new twist, dimension,
and perspective. In recent years,
Maleficent, Venom and even
Harley Quinn develops extra
humanizing layers in the most
recent renditions of each of their
stories. However, if there is one
villain that gets this seemingly
undeserved treatment, it is the
crazy-woman-driver, coveter of
spots and lover of furs, Cruella
de Vil. In the new Disney movie,
Cruella, audiences receive the
unexpected backstory of de Vil.
The movie is intended as a
prequel to the live-action 1996
rendition, which was directed by
Stephen Herek and starred Glenn
Close as de Vil. Herek took a few
creative liberties for his version to
bring it out of the cartoon world
into reality. He made Cruella de
Vil the shrewd head of a fashion
designing company where Anita is
one of her employees.
This is something Craig
Gillespie, the director of this most
recent rendition, carried over.
He gives the character a love for
fashion from a young age, setting
up a major plotline element.

While Anita is not working with
Cruella in this backstory, they
were introduced as primary school
classmates, which is a call back to
their relationship mentioned by
Roger in the original 1961 version.
Anita is then brought back as a
minor character throughout the
newest movie.
Anita isn’t the only familiar
character showed to us in this
backstory. Roger, Anita’s husband
in the main story, is the antagonist’s
lawyer. Jasper and Horace are
introduced to Cruella when all
three of them are young children,
and a fast friendship forms. We
also get some new characters
introduced, including a charming
second-hand fashion store owner
named Artie.
Whether a name was familiar
to our ears or not, none of the
characters were the same as they
had been in previous renditions.
There are still some core attributes
attached to some of the characters:
Anita is still cordial and collected;
and Jasper is still polite and attempts
to be charming, in reference to the
1996 rendition. These characters
have been given new life, whereas
before they seemed canned and
flat. However, in this backstory,
they are dimensional, with wants,
expectations and desires.
Emma
Stone’s
portrayal
humanizes the criminally minded
character. It’s almost as if she is
playing a completely different
Cruella. The Cruella from the 1996
version was either calm or erratic,
and in the original animated
movie she was constantly both
overbearing and threatening. In

her new incarnation, it is hard to
believe that she now descends so
far into madness that she looks
forward to someone skinning
puppies. While she has a reason
for revenge in this new prologue, it
is much more deeply rooted than
something that seemed more like a
child stomping their foot.
Along with new character
visions, the costumes are off the
charts in quality and quantity.
Jenny Beavan, Cruella’s costume
designer, set Emma Stone up
in 47 costume changes. Emma
Thompson, who played the movie’s
antagonist (Baroness), was set
up in 33 costume changes. Every
wardrobe choice had painstaking
detail, from a classic black jumpsuit
to a dress with a skirt that had over
5,000 petals affixed to it.
One of the central themes to
this movie is family, whether by
blood or by choice. At a young age,
Cruella is left an orphan. When
she finds fellow orphans Horace
and Jasper, they form a bond and
become a family. Throughout the
movie, Cruella discovers hard
truths about her past and current
realities, which force her to make
many decisions that have to be
made in this reality as well. She
must ask herself questions like,
“Who can I trust?” and “What
does family even mean?”
Overall, this movie was a
spectacle for the dopamine
receptors. It is fresh, with beautiful
cinematography,
exciting
characters and stunning design
and execution.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MOVIE DATABASE
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Barker honoring 9/11 with September Bears

EMOTIONAL AND
BREATHTAKING
GIDEON FYNAARDT
ECOLOGICAL SCIENCES

In the coming days, many
across the nation will honor in
reverence and meditation the
20th anniversary of that tragic
morning, September 11, 2001.
It is a humbling realization
that many on our campus were
born after that day, and almost
all were young children. The
memory of 9/11 is part of our
birthright as citizens of the
world; we bear the obligation—
the honor—to have its stories
recounted to us by the
generations who came before
and attempt to understand the
magnitude of its influence on
the culture that responded to
it. Jeff Barker, former theater
professors at Northwestern,
is among those telling stories
of that harrowing day in his
upcoming theater production
September Bears. In his
production, he weaves a story
of heartbreak and beauty sure
to honor those we lost and
inspire those who remain.
September Bears will be
showing twice on the weekend
of the 20th anniversary, once
on Sunday, September 12 at
4:00 p.m., and again the next
day, Monday, September 13 at
7:00 p.m. Both performances
will take place at Trinity
Reformed Church in Orange
City, and admission is free.
September Bears is about
a small RCA church on Long
Island and their reaction to the
attacks on 9/11. The church
in the story is RCA, which
Northwestern is affiliated
with, but of course the time

and place differ from history.
It follows the attempts of
people to heal in times of great
distress, so audiences today
may notice, like Barker said,
“a strong connection to [your]
home church, our town, and
our college.”
The story of September
Bears is based on true events
that Barker learned of from a
friend, Mary Clark, who was
a member of the church about
which the story is told.
The methods by which the
characters bring restoration
in response to the attacks
are inspiring and include
creating a movement known
as ‘Hugs Across America,” an
organization still active today,
which bring teddy bears to
young people after disasters.
These teddy bears are from
where the show derives its
title.
Though college students
and those too young to
remember the events of 9/11
are encouraged to watch the
performance, Barker quoted
Clark when asked about a
target audience, saying, “You
need to remember Jeff that this
was the World Trade Center.
This event impacted the whole
world.” The events that took
place that day are too large
to reserve just for those who
have not heard them before,
or just those who remember
them. They are for us all to
hear, understand and cry for
together.
Barker also specifically
mentioned the surprising
inclusion of much Native
American Indian connections
within the script. There
are many Native American
Indian names for locations

in Manhattan referenced
in the play, and Apache
tribe members took part
in the distribution of teddy
bears with the ‘Hugs Across
America’ organization.
Barker also expressed his
appreciation for the input
and support of an Algonquin
author and teacher Evan
Pritchard, a man whose
relationship with Barker was
started and built upon the
inclusion of references to
Native America in September
Bears. Pritchard said of
September Bears, “I really
love that play. Keep it going
forever.” This is what inspires
Barker to continue producing
the show and fuels his hopes
that it is continued for years to
come.
September Bears is being
produced
by
Eastcheap
Theatre Collection, a small
private theater created by Jeff
and Karen Barker, and friends
of the Barkers, around 35 years
ago. Through opportunities
like September Bears and
others, the production has
given the Barkers the ability
to pursue artistic aspirations
of theirs outside of the context
of the classroom while they
taught for many years here at
Northwestern.
Since its inception in 2002,
September Bears has traveled
far and has been performed
by other colleges, high schools
and churches to honor the
events of 9/11. Northwestern’s
touring company performed
it across the country at Lamb’s
Theatre and St. Paul’s Chapel,
described by Barker as, “In the
shadow of the site.”

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Jeff Barker brings a time of meditation and healing in rememberance of 9/11.
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Connell
				to mentor future NW band members
BANDS READY FOR
COMPETION
PAIGE GINGER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
It is marching band season, and all the
high school nostalgia comes flooding
back. This season runs from the third
weekend in September to the third
or fourth weekend in October. In a
marching band, the band members work
on memorizing at least seven minutes
of music as well as different positions
around a field all at the same time.
They then take what they have learned
and go to competitions to show off what
they have worked so hard on. This is
something that is different from year
to year as you cannot do the same show
two years in a row.
For most schools, they have already
spent most of their time practicing and
rehearsing, but if college has taught us
anything, it is that there is always room
to improve.
It is because of this, and Steve
Connell’s 42 years as a band director that
he decided to create the opportunity to
have a marching band clinic. He realized

the importance of having an outside
opinion on elements of the show to
improve on the overall performance.
The copmetition is taking place on
September 11, 2021, on Northwestern’s
campus. The event will host five bands
from Iowa, South Dakota and Nebraska.
Each band will have an hour for a handson session with five experts in the art of
marching band. These times range from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. with a small break for
lunch on Korver Field. This time will
give the bands the opportunities to work
on areas that they really struggle with
and get tips, strategies and feedback in
real time to make needed improvements
in time for competitions a week after the
clinic.
After the seminars, the bands will
come together to put on a special
performance in honor of the twentieth
anniversary of 9/11 at 9 p.m.
The opportunity to host this type of
event comes with the chance to help out
high schools and continue to share what
Northwestern is all about. However, the
event is not without cost. While it is being
sponsored by the Northwestern College
Athletic Department and the Red Raider
Athletic Band, any funds raised through

PHOTO BY AMELIA HOLT
Steve Connell is ready to help bands from the area become the best they can be.

band entry fees, admission to the event
and concessions sales will be used to
help offset the band member uniform
expenses.

Admission to the event will be $8 for
adults and $5 for students (elementary
aged through college). So, if you miss
the marching band days and want to

experience some of it again, you can
head on over to the football field at 7
p.m. and show your support at NW’s
first ever Marching Band Clinic.
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Draayer directs Intercultural Department
DRAAYER MOVES
TO NEW POSITION
ASHLEY JARAMILLO
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Many know her as a
colleague, others know her
as a friend, but one student
refers to her as “Mom”.
“Martha is the most
compassionate, kind and
friendly person I’ve ever
met,” Riley Rasmussen said.
“She has a heart for people,
and it shows when you first
meet her.”
Martha
Draayer,
a
Northwestern alumni from
the class of ’09, recently
took on the role of Director
of
the
Intercultural
Department that was once
filled by Rahn Franklin.
Franklin, a respected and
favored facility member,
accepted the Vice President
of
Diversity,
Equity,
and Inclusion at Bethel
University in Saint Paul,
Minnesota
“Rahn is fantastic and
is one of my colleagues
who taught me a lot last
year,” Draayer said. “When
he took a new position,
there was an opening
here. He encouraged me
to apply because he saw
characteristics of leadership
skills that I would do well
in this position.”
After taking a leap of
faith, Draayer applied for
the position after being

drawn for many reasons,
one of them being able to
work with under voiced
minority
students
and
support them. Shortly after,
an announcement was sent
out to facility and Raiders
from Julie Elliott, Vice
President of Student Life.
“I am pleased to
share
the
news
that
Martha Draayer ’09 will
be transitioning from her
current role in campus
ministry
as
Hispanic
Community Liaison into a
new role in student life as
Director of Intercultural
Development,” Elliott said.
Elliott expressed how
she feels Draayer will do in
this position.
“Martha is an ideal
person for this role,” Elliott
said. “She cares deeply for
students, is a wonderful
listener
and
embodies
integrity, faithfulness and
leadership. Even before
taking on this role, she had
earned the trust of many
students. That trust is now
shared by many more. I also
think there is great synergy
between her community
liaison work and her
student development work.”
Draayer is incredibly
excited to take on this
title, although it is a
different
atmosphere
than she was used to. She
used to be a preschool
teacher, and the transition
from
preschoolers
to

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Draayer served as the Hispanic Liaison last year and is now the Director of Intercultural Development.

college students was very
intimidating,
but
she
now loves it. Most college
students look to faculty for
answers, and she believes
she has some experience
but there is always room to
grow.
“I can’t wait to
continue to learn and grow
alongside my students in
my new position,” Draayer
said.
Being the Director
of
the
Intercultural
Department, Draayer will

lead the Bridge Scholars
Program
and
provide
student
development
support
for
domestic
students of color. She
will also partner with
Dr. Val Stokes to provide
campus-wide
diversity
leadership. Draayer hopes
to incorporate her dreams
with NW’s dreams to create
a community of belonging
for every individual. For
Draayer, this means using
how she interprets the

gospel in her interactions
with work, her students,
colleagues
and
the
community.
Draayer is looking
forward to influencing all
of NW’s leadership, staff
and facility to expand their
perspective in their world
view.
“I want to influence the
campus more as to how we
can see God more through
our differences,” Draayer
said.

She
anticipates
expanding the department
and
bring
in
more
individuals who can support
the vision of diversity on
campus. Currently, the
department is an office
of two as Draayer joins
Kevin McMahan, and she
would love to see it grow to
support more students with
more services.

New married professors work together
FROM PAGE 1
Erin was going to follow
up with Dr. Feenstra before
COVID-19 made its mark
across the world. The
following year, they were
contacted again that the
search was still on for not
just one, but two positions.
“The
consistency
of
the quality of teaching
across all of the different
departments was something
that made Northwestern
stand out,” Erin said.
“Northwestern’s leadership,
vision, faculty and students
was encouraging.” When
an opportunity like that
arises, Reed knew needed
to explore it.
Erin is looking forward
to getting to know the
students inside and outside
the classroom.
“Being a piece to their
puzzle for the next few

years is fulfilling. Walking
alongside to not only teach
and instruct, but to also
support and help them
discern their future is a joy
in itself,” Erin said.
Reed is looking
forward to seeing where
graduated students take
their journey after NW.
Now, the Muellers are
working together again, but
in a new place. When asked
what it’s like to work with
spouse, they both shyly
looked at each other, until
Erin mentioned that, “Since
we’ve been doing it for a
long time now, we’ve gotten
the hang of things. We get
to fellowship together – at
work and at home,” Erin
said after glancing at Reed.
“The
shared
work
experience allows us to
more deeply engage with
the students,” Reed said.

PHOTO BY AMELIA HOLT
Reed teaches Developmental Psychology for Adulthood, Helping Skills, History of Psychology and Psychopathology this
semester.
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Students spent summer serving in Haiti
THREE WEEKS
HELPING IN HAITI
CAMBER HERRIG
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Preparing for a Summer
of Service was different
than any other year last
spring. With the unknowns
of COVID-19, students
were not sure traveling
internationally would be
an
option.
Ultimately,
Northwestern College sent
ten students to Pignon,
Haiti, Alayna Bakke, Emma
De Groot, Kaytlyn Keeler,
Dylan
Kirkeby,
Megan
Nichols, Breanna Oolman
and Jadeyn Schutt, where
they spent three weeks in
Haiti.
Pignon
is
a
city
surrounded by mountains
on the central plateau of
roughly 30,000 people. They
stayed on the main campus
of Many Hands for Haiti.
In
Haiti,
students
partnered
with
Many
Hands for Haiti, a nonprofit
based out of Pella, Iowa.
The students assisted with
manual labor, helped in
a health clinic, taught in
schools, evangelized and
organized camps from June
16 to July 9.
Bakke is a junior public
relations major with a
mission and justice minor.
She was excited to see what
the missions field looked
like in a foreign country
where there is an established
organization. Bakke was
surprised by how different
yet similar the Haitians
were to her.
“The lives these beautiful
Haitians live is far beyond
my level of understanding,”

Bakke said. “Even sitting
in the dirt floor under a
tin roof with them in their
homes, my mind can’t begin
to comprehend the fear,
uncertainty and suffering
they face. Yet day after
day, they say things like
‘God bless you,’ and ‘Lord
willing.’ They know who is
in control.”
While Bakke was able
to see the beauty in the
nation, the political turmoil
over the summer put a stop
to serving. On July 7, the
President of Haiti, Jovenal
Moise, was assassinated at
his home in Port-au-Prince
in an attempt to seize and
remove the government. As
a result, the international
airport was closed, and
travel was restricted as a
manhunt began.
“I was originally supposed
to go home July 9th, so I
actually stayed one extra day
due to the political turmoil,”
Bakke said. “People kept
saying we were ‘fleeing the
country’, but it didn’t feel
like that to us. We simply
felt so blessed, and even a
little bit guilty, to be able to
go back home while for all
of the people we just spent
three weeks living with,
Haiti was their home.”
For junior elementary
education major Oolman,
her original plans for a
SOS fell through. When
the opportunity to go to
Haiti arose, she was very
excited. Oolman and the
group poured a concrete
floor, painted a house,
lead a bible school, visited
an
orphanage,
planted
corn, distributed mobility
carts and provided food to
families.

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Students worked with Haitians in Pignon, a town surrounded by mountains.

“Going into the trip we
did not really have any idea
what type of work we would
be doing while down there,”
Oolman said. “We knew that
God was sending us there
for a reason and we simply
trusted in the plans He had
for us.”
Junior and business
administration
major
Jadeyn Schutt had traveled
to Haiti once with her
family prior to this summer,
so she was excited to go
back. One memory that
stuck out to her was when
they distributed mobility
carts, which are wooden
wheelchairs.
“One of the cart
recipients was a little boy,
maybe 10 years old,” Schutt
said. “Before receiving a
cart, he was always sitting
off to the side while all his
peers ran around and played.
As soon as he sat in the

PHOTO BY AVERY CALSBEEK
Pictured: SOS team of Jadeyn Schutt, Breanna Oolman, Kaytlyn Keeler and Emma De Groot.

cart and learned to pedal,
he couldn’t stop smiling.
His smile was brilliant. It
was incredible to see the
transformation of this boy
after gaining mobility.”
One thing each student
spoke of was the impact the
Haitians had on them.
“I
was
extremely

disappointed to come home
early,” pre-medicine major
Keeler said. “Not only
because my trip had been
cancelled, but because of all
the people and relationships
we were leaving behind.”
Bakke echoed the same
sentiment as Keeler.
“[Haitians] can’t put their

trust in money, success,
family or anything else the
world has to offer,” Bakke
said. “America is definitely
wealthy in light of materials,
but Haiti is wealthy in light
of their hope and trust in
God.”
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Northwestern and the vaccine

(As voiced by you, the students)

How do you eat
your string cheese?
“I melt the cheese in a
non-stick pan, just enough
where it’s still the color of
the cheese, but yet is in the
state of liquid. Once I’m at
this prime state of matter,
I quickly place it into a
designated mold (most of
the time it is a stick shape
fo which it came from but
sometimes when I get a bit
wild I make the mold look
like a block or a wheel).
Once I pour my cheese in
the mold, I put it in the
fridge to cool. Once cooled
and back in a solid, I remove
the mold and eat it as is,
never ripping little bits off.
The process is long, but
definitely worth the wait if
you ask me.”

Jakob VanDerWerff
Political Science

R

ecently Northwestern hosted their
second vaccine clinic. So far, this clinic
has gone over better than the first one. As many
remember, the day after hundreds of students
were given the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, a
report came out stating that the J&J vaccine
could cause blood clots. Luckily, those blood
clots were found to be extremely rare, especially
in younger people. Northwestern then tried
again this fall, opting for the Moderna vaccine
and its two-shot system.
On the first of September, a vaccine clinic
was put up in the cafeteria, trying to be as
convenient for students as possible. Students
were able to get their first shot over their time at
lunch, and the college even greatly incentivized
the vaccine, giving students $50 for each shot
they received (maximizing their profits at $100
if they got both doses of the Moderna vaccine).
Of course, students readily made fun of
the vaccination campaign efforts around

Jillian Simon
Youth Ministry

“Whole.”

“Pull and peel. Anything else
is a crime against humanity
and this includes people
who bite ‘just to start it.’”

“Put it in the Microwave.
Heat it up and make it
melty. It’s like a cheese stick
without the bread.”

they are worried about adverse health defects
from the vaccine. Serious side effects from any
COVID-19 vaccine is extremely rare. There
have been 363 million vaccine doses, and 0.0019
percent of these doses have resulted in death
(Mayo Clinic Health System). Just a reminder,
COVID-19 will have killed 650,000 people by
the time you read this article. The vaccine does
still allow the chance you could get COVID-19
(although this chance is greatly diminished),
but it almost completely eliminates any chance
that you could die from the coronavirus.
I think you could even look at getting
vaccinated as a way of loving your neighbor.
Getting vaccinated and preventing yourself
from easily passing on a deadly disease to
another person can be seen as an act of love.
Especially with the Delta variant becoming
much more prominent and being more than
two times as contagious (CDC), and potentially
more deadly (CDC), I think it would be wise for
people to get vaccinated.
On a different note, could someone please
give the people who are already vaccinated
some money? I don’t need the full $100, but
it would be very nice to pocket $50. I think it
would behoove the college to give the students
who were Responsible Raiders on their own
time a little ‘thank you’ of sorts.

Christians and conditional love

“Bite.”

“String it, and yell at peple
who don’t.”

Northwestern. I believe that we were all told,
multiple times, that you could get 60 tacos from
La Juas, 32 razzles, pay ten parking tickets, etc.
Northwestern started out only offering $25 per
shot but then quickly upped it to $50 per shot to
try to get more people to get vaccinated.
It is easy to make fun of Northwestern for
trying so hard to get their students to take the
vaccine, but they do have a legitimate reason
for why they need to try so hard. Evangelicals,
which most students at NW are, remain the
group that is most likely to refuse the vaccine
under any circumstance, with 22 percent
of evangelicals stating they will never get
it according too a US News poll. Moreover,
Whites, Republicans and rural residents,
(which largely make up the population of NW)
all have lower vaccination rates than their
counterparts according to NBC News. This is
not to say that all students at Northwestern are
refusing the vaccine, I was pleasantly surprised
by the number of students getting the vaccine at
the clinics, and the 18 to 34 age range is doing
a better job at vaccination than the 35 to 49 age
range nation-wide (NBC News).
What does worry me, though, is the
remaining
vaccine
hesitancy
among
evangelicals. I have heard claims that people
don’t want the vaccine because it was made too
quickly and isn’t FDA-approved. All vaccines
have emergency authorization, Pfizer is
completely approved, and Moderna will likely
be completely approved very soon. Others say

M

ore than ever, society views
Christians as a judgmental group
of people. Why? In a religion that is
founded on the principle of unconditional
love, why are its followers so hateful? The
Biblical principle of no sin being greater
than another is non-controversial and an
established truth. Yet why do Christians
struggle to practice this in their daily lives?
We pick and choose what sins we think
are redeemable and what we think are
not. People are judged and ridiculed for
their sin looking different than someone
else’s. I am using the familiar example of
the LGBTQ+ community, a group that has
been ostracized from inside the walls of
the church. Even if you believe that being
homosexual is a sin, why are these people
being shoved out the door? The church
has made homosexuality a deal breaker
while other sins are ignored, sometimes
even praised. Love and acceptance are
preached until it is time to do the hard

$

work of distributing equity to those that
are disadvantaged. That’s when it is ‘their’
problem and not ‘ours’.
People always say, “hate the sin, love
the sinner”, but use it as an excuse to
be hateful. Yes, we need to love people
and hate sin, but in modern Christianity
people use that saying to condone the idea
of tough love. Tough love is not love at
all, and it is not biblical. The Bible talks
of a love that is unconditional and without
judgement. You are not loving the person
well if you do not accept them. We far too
often pick and choose what part of people
we want to love and what part we want
to ignore or criticize. The change starts
when we come to the realization that we
cannot discriminate against who is under
God’s love; that being all parts of all who
are created. God does not make mistakes,
so telling someone that they are not good
enough is shortchanging them out a loving
relationship with their Father. We are
called to love God’s people. No kind of love
shoves people out the door. No kind of love
makes people question if they deserve to
be alive. Stop using toxic theology as an
excuse to be hateful.
I am sick of hearing, “Well, we are in a
fallen world” as an excuse to be passive
in our love. Many Christians use this
saying to cushion the blow on their lack
acceptance and love. It is used when people
are actively aware of their shortcomings,
but do not want to do the hard work of
changing their prejudice. Loving others

Get wealthy
off your words...

...With the new
Beacon pay scale

Write 1-4 stories = $10 each | 5-8 stories = $15 each | 9+ stories = $20 each

$

should be the center of our mission in the
world, but the church has too often failed.
It is time for us to focus on correcting that
failure, as the people and the institution of
the church.
The idea of loving others seems very
abstract. What does that look like in a
practical way? I believe it is when we enter
into the suffering of the world, stepping
into the mess of the human life. That is
when we can love people well, going past
the surface. That is what a lived theology
is. Our view of God cannot, and should
not, just stay up in the clouds. It needs to
enter into the world, it needs to enter into
lives.
I believe that Christianity can be so good,
but we first have to realize the damage that
so many people who claim Jesus as their
savior are causing. I believe in a God that
is loving and wrathful. I believe that same
God calls His people to be loving, and not
wrathful. Humans are not the judge. We
have no clue what God’s final intent is.
We do not know who is in and who is out.
We do not know who is under God’s wrath
and who is not. That is why Christians are
called first and foremost to love God and
to love others. Love is the most recurring
theme in the Bible. It is time for it to
become the most recurring theme in our
lives.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Women’s basketball welcomes new head coach
KRISTIN ROTERT
NAMED HEAD
COACH

year,

Northwestern

the

women’s

basketball team was on
the lookout for a new head
coach. People from near
and far contacted athletic
director, Dr. Micah Parker,
applying for the job, but
one applicant stood out
from the others. Kristin
Rotert who played and
coached at South Dakota
State University.
During her time as a
Jackrabbit, she won four
championships as a player
and

two

in Africa, she was able to

similar to Northwestern.

build

City

After Coach Chris Yaw
last

Ghana. During her time

time at SDSU as being very
“Brookings and Orange

CAROLINE VAN BERKUM
MATHEMATICS

resigned

as a coach. She recalls her

championships

are

both

very

relationships

with

this year will bring.

Dr. Parker and the rest
of the hiring committee

the campers, teammates

are

very

excited

and coaches. To this day,

what

community based, and life

Ghana

to the athletic program.

in both towns seems to

place in her heart.

revolve around the college
and campus.” Rotert said.
She

loves

support

is

how

shown

to

a

special

coming

can

into

a

the game, and she is very
intentional

about

her

with

her

program where a winning

relationships

tradition

student-athletes.

is

bring

She brings a passion to

Rotert is most excited
about

much

holds

Rotert

about

already

in

student athletes, and how

place. This is a unique

there is a family feel as well

opportunity, and she feels

Parker said, “She loves the

as the culture that NW

that if they can continue

Lord, and will help the

surrounds itself with.

the momentum and build

Red Raiders honor Christ

off what is already there, it

through

will be a good year.

athletics,” which we have

While Rotert is both
a

talented

player,
servant’s

she

coach
also

heart.

and

has

In

an

interview

Dr.

excellence

in

a

“The girls individually

already seen to be true.

During

have so much talent, and

Rotert and the Red Raiders

her time at SDSU, she

their depth is incredible. I

ladies have their first game

went on a mission trip to

think it we all continue to

on

Ghana, Africa. It was for

work together and put our

Tabor College to kick off

a sports outreach mission

talents together, it will be

their 2021-2022 season.

which offered camps and

a special year” Rotert says,

clinics to the people of

regarding what she thinks

October

29

against
PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Former SDSU player and coach Krsitin Rotert named NW
womens’s basketball new head coach.

Raiders defeat Broncos in home football opener
NW GOES 2-0 IN FIRST
GAMES OF SEASON
BREANNA CARR
YOUTH MIN & CHRISTIAN ED
Saturday, September 4 marked the first
home football game of the season against
the Hasting Broncos. Before the game, 14
Northwestern seniors were recognized
for Senior Day. In typical fashion at NW
sporting events, everyone was asked to
stand for the anthem. However, before the
Raider Athletic Band played the anthem,
13 seconds of silence were observed in
remembrance of the 13 Marines who died
in Afghanistan back in August.
The Raiders took to the field ready
to play strong and taking the lead after
a slow first quarter. Senior Blake Fryar
was a powerhouse throwing 293 yards in
24 attempts, 17 of which were complete.
Fryar’s longest complete pass of 49 yards
was caught by senior Conon Flores. On top

of his 293 passing yards, Fryar had a total of
four touchdown passes of the day.
The first quarter went a little slower
than a typical Raider first quarter. In the
second possession, Fryar completed a pass
to junior Konner McQuillan. McQuillan
would then go one yard to put the Raiders
on the scoreboard. The touchdown
occurred with almost four minutes left in
the quarter. Not long after that, Fryar would
complete another pass, this time to senior
Cade Moser. This pushed the Raiders
ahead even more, ending the first quarter
with a score of 14-0 over the Broncos.
Raider offense found its groove shortly
into the second quarter. Early on, Fryar
tossed one pass to senior Blake Anderson
to raise the score to 21-0. A majority of the
second quarter saw slow action, until Fryar
scored for the Raiders with only 30 seconds
left in the first half.
The third quarter saw NW score two
more touchdowns. In the last five and a
half minutes of the quarter, Fryar connects

a pass to McQuillan for another Raider
touchdown. With only 41 seconds left in
the third quarter, Fryar mades a connecting
pass to junior Lorenzo Jones, bringing
the score up to 42-0 going into the fourth
quarter keeping the Broncos to a null score.
Raider defense, paced by sophomore
Parker Fryar with 11 solo tackles and 12
tackles total, were put on their toes when
the Broncos found the end zone only two
times. Junior Garrett Raymond and senior
Tyler Jones gathered one and a half sacks.
Sophomore Eli Stader went six for six in
the PAT attempts. With only three and
a half minutes left in the game, Stader
scored a field goal on a 45-yard kick. The
game ended with the Raiders defeating the
Broncos 45-13, improving the Raiders to
2-0 in the season.
NW football looks to continue their
winning streak as they head to Fremont,
Nebraska to face the Midland Warriors (10) on Saturday, September 11th.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Junior Konner McQuillian finds the end zone to help the Raiders get the
win .

Raiders soccer hosts Pizza Ranch Classic home opener

BOTH TEAMS
GO 1-1
KESLIE PAUL
PUBLIC RELATIONS
On
Friday
and
Saturday, Sept. 3 to
Sept. 4 Northwestern
men
and
women’s
soccer held the annual
Pizza Ranch Classic
Tournament for their
home opener of the 2021
soccer season. Both
teams went 1-1 at the
end of the tournament.
On Friday night, both
teams went head-tohead with Clarke, and
the next night the
women played against
Graceland while the
men took on William
Penn.
Both nights the men’s
team played the first
game. The men came
away Friday with a win
against Clarke in an
aggressive and chippy
game that brought the
game into overtime

after
senior
Juani
Mackrey found the
back of the net in the
98th minute. The game
saw 38 fouls called,
seven yellow cards and
one red card issued,
which kept the fans
entertained during the
chilled, rainy night.
After the first half
battle, the Raiders and
Pride were deadlocked
at 0-0. It was not until
the second half that
aggression
started
to occur, in the 56th
minute the Pride played
a man down after a red
card was issued, giving
NW the ability to
control the game.
After the men’s win
on Friday, they looked
forward to a good game
against the William
Penn Statesmen (4-1),
Saturday night. Due
to
field
conditions
the game was moved
onto Korver field onto
turf. Like the night
before, the Raiders
brought their game

into overtime, however
receiving their first loss
of the season dropping
the game 3-2.
Most of the first half
was back and forth
between the teams,
until freshman Bailey
Baccam sent a beautiful
cross into the box to
connect with senior
Ryan Wager to send
the Raiders ahead 1-0.
However, the Statemen
responded right away
in the second half to
get the lead with backto back goals making
the score 2-1 within
the first ten minutes.
That did not stop NW
from fighting when
junior James Bolger
finds senior Joshua
Wingfield who sent a
shot that snuck right
under the crossbar to
tie the game 2-2. NW
still battling the game
into OT until a foul
was called on junior
keeper Zeke Foltz and a
penalty kick was given
to the Statesmen in the

98th minute.
The women’s soccer
game followed right
after the men Friday
night
hoping
to
end with the same.
However, the Clarke
Pride spoiled the home
opener shutting out
NW 2-0. After a rainfilled week and a game
played before hand, the
sloppy field conditions
made the game a bit
difficult.
Early
on,
the
Raiders had a couple
opportunities that they
could not capitalize on.
Clarke found the net
after the 15th minute of
play and kept pushing
until they scored once
again off a corner to
make the final score
2-0.
The
women
also
followed the men’s game
on Saturday night as
well at Korver field after
the field conditions
on their regular field
were too poor to play
on again. Unlike the

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Freshman Madi Manary receiving the ball to help the women’s soccer team

men’s team, the women
played the Graceland,
Yellowjackets (0-3).
The Raiders saw a
long battle as they went
into double overtime
and prevailing due to
junior Julie Dunlap’s
goal in the 104th
minute, on a free kick

just outside of the 18
box that was sent soring
into the back of the net.
Both halves saw a lot
of action but neither
team could finish on
their
opportunities.
Junior keeper Kaelin
Alons was able to make
several game saving,

saves to keep the
Raiders in the game,
as NW kept using
their momentum to
persevere and fight
through the ongoing
battle to end with a win
1-0 over Graceland.
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New semester brings more normalcy
MANY COVID-19 MITIGATION
PROCEDURES DROPPED
RACHEL SMART
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ENGLISH TEACHING
Last fall, Northwestern began a new semester
unlike any other. Alongside orientation for
freshmen, students of all ages were taught the
various procedures and guidelines they were
expected to follow in order to keep the campus
safe from COVID-19 and how to be “Responsible
Raiders.”
However, this year, things are looking a lot
different. For now, gone is the daily Raider Check
app check-in, contact tracing, mask mandate, and
social distancing requirement in common spaces.
Visitors are allowed in the dorms again and life
seems to be returning to a greater semblance of
pre-pandemic normal.
For the most part, students are very happy with
these changes, especially sophomores whose first
year at NW was anything but normal.
Sophomore, Madison DenHerder said, “I’m
really excited that we can actually see each other’s
faces and interact.”
Another sophomore, Amber Post agreed saying,
“It’s a better different.”
Some students, however, have some reservations.
“I worked in healthcare the whole time of
COVID-19, so it’s nice to have somewhere that I
don’t have to wear a mask,” junior, Emma Franken
statesd.
Senior, Jackson Paganini expresses concern
about the low population of vaccinated students
on campus. He said, “Now I don’t know who has
COVID-19, and that’s kind of scary.”
Despite the removal of most COVID-19
mitigation procedures this fall, Julie Elliot, NW’s
VP of Student Life, explains that NW is prepared to
reinstate necessary COVID-19 measures should the
new Delta variant of COVID-19 sweep the campus.
She said, “An infected person will pass [the Delta
variant] to eight others on average, compared to 2.5

PHOTO BY ANA DEKRUYTER
Northwestern hosted its second vaccine clinic on Sept. 1 to provide students with the opportunity to get

others with the original strain. So the Delta variant
could overrun our campus very quickly and could
lead to some serious illness.”
In light of this potential threat, Elliot is continuing
to encourage students and faculty to vaccinate
themselves against COVID-19.
Elliot said, “The best way for us to avoid this
kind of scenario is for as many of our students to be
vaccinated as possible.”
In order to provide opportunities for vaccination
and to encourage students and faculty to get
vaccinated, NW hosted its second vaccine clinic
this past week. Elliot shared that 60 individuals
were vaccinated with their first dose of the two-part
Moderna vaccine.
While the campus had hoped for at least 100
people to attend the clinic, Elliot is satisfied with

the turnout.
She said, “Every additional vaccinated person
matters.”
It is also important for students and faculty to
continue to be vigilant with monitoring potential
COVID-19 symptoms and to be responsible by
testing themselves should they suspect illness.
Orange City Area Health Systems has free pickup test kits that can be mailed in. If a positive
test occurs, students will be asked to isolate at
home for ten days. Students exposed to a positive
COVID-19 case should mask and get tested four
to five days post-exposure, but the campus is not
currently asking these students to quarantine.

Campus IJM chapter
IJM SPREADS
AWARENESS

BRYANT AGRE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Most people know that
the world is full of threats
of violence, oppression,
and assault. Many people
at Northwestern College
do not directly experience
this though. According to
campus surveys, 96 percent
of all students polled feel
“extremely safe” on campus.
However, the campus is an
outlier when it comes to safety
and comfort. International
Justice Missions, or IJM, has
been fighting violence since
1994. Specifically, IJM helps
those living in poverty.
One of their brochures
states, “People in poverty
are
uniquely
vulnerable
to this everyday violence,
because while their wealthier
neighbors can pay for
security and safety, they
cannot.”
IJM looks to end this
type of violence against the
helpless by strengthening
justice systems, rescuing
and
restoring
victims,
bringing criminals to justice
and demanding protection.
Oftentimes, the view of those
living in poverty is based

solely on the necessities of
life. Those living in poverty
need food, water and shelter,
but they also need the
protection they deserve.
Because of IJM, over
57,000 people have been
rescued from injustice and
over 2,300 perpetrators have
been sentenced to justice.
However, IJM’s goal has not
been reached. By 2030, they
hope to partner with many
local authorities to protect
500 million people from
violence.
At NW, Zoe Heemstra
and Lily Anderson continue
to bring recognition to the
problem of violence against
those living in poverty.
President of the IJM campus
chapter at NW, Heemstra
really wants to shine light
specifically on the global
issue of human trafficking.
A long-time Orange City
resident, Heemstra, states,
“I have seen the effect of
ignoring humanitarian issues
and shoving evidence of
injustices under the rug.”
That is why she and
Anderson will be holding biweekly meetings for anyone
to join who is passionate
about
ending
human
trafficking.
Heemstra and Anderson
will be focusing on raising

human trafficking awareness
specifically in India, where
23,396 men, women and
children have already been
saved from this form of
human slavery.
They also will focus on
prayer and fundraising with
different events being held
throughout the school year.
The kickoff event will be held
on September 14. They will
go over IJM’s work and why
awareness is so important for
these issues.
Another
exciting
opportunity will be held on
October 30. A pop-up thrift
store will be opening up
for the entire campus and
Orange City community.
All proceeds earned will go
directly to IJM, who will
then use the proceeds to fund
seven rescue operations this
fall.
There will be additional
events including a designated
two days to fast throughout
the rest of this fall. If you
have any questions about IJM
or the events being planned,
contact Zoe Heemstra or Lily
Anderson.

PHOTO BY JADEYN VELTKAMP
NW’s IJM expands their leadership team for 2021-2022 school year.

